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ON THE STRUCTURE OF CERTAIN NEST ALGEBRA 
MODULES 

G. J. KNOWLES 

0. Introduction. Let stf be a nest algebra of operators on some Hilbert 
space H. Weakly closed ^modules were first studied by J. Erdos and 
S. Power in [4]. It became apparent that many interesting classes of non 
self-adjoint operator algebras arise as just such a module. This paper 
undertakes a systematic investigation of the correspondence which arises 
between such modules and order homomorphisms from Lat stf into itself. 
This perspective provides a basis to answer some open questions arising 
from [4]. In particular, the questions concerning unique "determination" 
and characterization of maximal and minimal elements under this 
correspondence, are resolved. This is then used to establish when the 
determining homomorphism is unique. 

Throughout this paper ê will denote a complete nest of projections on a 
Hilbert space H. The nest algebra Alg ê corresponding to S will be 
denoted by stf. The terminology and notation concerning nest algebras 
used in this paper are standard and may be found in [3, 5]. All Hilbert 
spaces are complex and the term "projection" will always mean 
orthogonal projection. The rank one operator JC —» (x, e)/will be denoted 
by e ® / . Order preserving homomorphisms from S into itself will be 
denoted by lower case Greek letters <j>, \p, . . . . Finally all modules 
considered will be two sided j^submodules of ̂ (H) under multiplication. 
The author would like to take this opportunity to thank J. Erdos for his 
many valuable suggestions during the research. The author also would like 
to thank the referee for the many thoughtful comments which both 
clarified the results and made the paper more readable. 

1. Determination of modules. Of crucial importance in the results below 
will be the collection Horn $ given by: 

Horn S = {(f>:<j> is an order homomorphism from ê into <f}. 

Given 0 in Horn <f, there is associated a weakly closed j^-submodule of 
£>(H) given by: 

% = {x Œ se{uy. [i - <s>(E) ]XE = o}. 
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To each <j> in Horn S there is naturally associated a <J>* in Horn ê 
given by 

<t>*(E) = inf{<J>(F):F > E}\ £ e «f 

(with the convention that <£*(/) = J)- Observe that Horn S has a natural 
partial ordering given by <j> ^ \p if and only if ^(.E) ^ v//(2i) for all E in <f. It 
follows that <f> < \p implies <f>* ^ *//*. 

The weakly closed j^module °ll is said to be determined by the order 
homomorphism <J>, if °U = °U^ that is 

<% = {X e ^ ( # ) : [/ - <X£) ]X£ = 0}. 

By H<% will be meant the subset of Horn S given by: 

Hy = {<t> e Horn «f: 0 determines <2f}. 

Thus Horn S/H consists of all equivalence classes [</>] where $ ~ \p if and 
only if °U^ = ^ . Following [4] a <J> in Horn ê is said to be left continuous 
when, for each F ¥= 0 in ê 

sup <j>(E) = <f>(sup £ ) [ = * C ^ - ) ] . 

It will be necessary to use the following result concerning rank 1 elements 
of W which first appeared for nest algebras in [5]. 

LEMMA 1.1 [4]. A non-zero operator of rank /, e ® fis in <%& if and only if 
for some E in ê, <f>*(E)f = f and E e = e. 

Remark. It will be shown that each [<£] in Horn $/H contains a maximal 
and minimal element. Indeed \p e [<f>] if and only if it is in the order 
interval in Horn S determined by those two elements. Furthermore [<f>] 
contains a unique left continuous representative. 

THEOREM 1.2. Let <J>, \p be in Horn <f, then with the notation above 

4>* = ^* if and only if % = ^ . 

Proof Suppose that <f>*(£) ^ ^*{E) for some E in <f. It may as well be 
assumed that <$>*(E) > ^*(E). Thus an F can be found with the property 
that F > E and \p(F) < <j>*(E). Choose e a non-zero vector in the range of 
FOE and an / non-zero vector in the range of 4>*(E) © ^(F). An 
application of Lemma 1.1 above shows that e ® f is in °l/^. However 

[/ - tyF) ](e® f)F = e® f = 0. 

Thus it is not the case that e ® f is in °ll,, showing °U, and °U^ are differ
ent modules. 
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For the reverse implication assume that <f>*(E) = \p*(E) for every E in S. 
Given e ® / , a non-zero operator of rank 1, by Lemma 1.1 e ® / i s in °ll^ if 
and only if, for some F in é 

**(F)f = f and F^e = e. 

By assumption this holds if and only if 

4>*(F)f = f and F^e = e. 

That is to say, if and only if e ® fis in °ll^. 
It is shown in ([4], Lemmas 1.2 and 1.6) that any weakly closed 

j^-submodule i^ of S£{H) under multiplication is the weak closure of its 
finite rank elements. In addition, each finite rank operator in ^ i s the sum 
of rank one members of i^. 

By linearity, ^ and °U^ contain the same finite rank operators. Hence 
the weak closures of these finite rank elements are also the same. By the 
above remarks we have °l/^ = °U^ as required. 

Remark. The above theorem shows that, when dealing with a fixed 
module % there is no ambiguity in writing E* for <j>*(E) whenever <j> is in 
Hqj. It is also worth noting, for future use, that, if <£>, ^ e / /^and E ^ E_ 
then <$>(E) = \p(E). This is shown by observing that 

<KE) = +*(E_) = ME-) = ME)-

With °U as above, suppose, in addition, that the homomorphism cj> in 
Horn S is left continuous. The following is a method of recovering the 
values of <t*(E) for E in S non-zero. 

LEMMA 1.3. Ifcf) in Horn S is left continuous then for each non-zero E 
in é 

4>(E) = sup <J>*(F) = sup F* . 
F<E \ F<E I 

Proof. When E has an immediate predecessor E_ 

sup $*(F) = 4>*(E-) = <KE) 
F<E 

as required. Suppose then, that E has no immediate predecessor. It fol
lows that 

sup 4>*(F) ^ sup 4>(E) = # £ _ ) = <KE) 
F<E F<E 

by the left continuity of <£. 

THEOREM 1.4. Given a weakly closed srf-module °U as above, there exists a 
minimal order homomorphism TJ = TJ™" in H^. This homomorphism is the 
unique left continuous member of H^ satisfying r)(0) = 0. Letting c.l.s. 
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{&(X):X e #^} denote the closed linear span of the ranges of all X's in #^ 
r](E) is given by 

7](E) = projection onto c.l.s.{@(UE): U e <%}. 

Proof It is shown in [4] that if 17 is given as above, then 17 is a left 
continuous element of H<%. Clearly 17(0) = 0. 

Suppose that 4> is another left continuous element of H<%. By Theorem 
1.2 and Lemma 1.3 it follows that 

<t>(F) = sup <j>*(E) = sup j)*(E) = 77(F). 
E<F E<F 

To show that TJ is minimal, choose \p arbitrary in H^ 

7](E) = projection onto c.l.s.{^(f/E): U e J f } 

= projection onto c . l . s . { f ( P ) ( / £ ) : U e J f } 

To achieve a sharper result of this theorem (i.e., one which dispenses 
with the left continuity condition on the entire domain of the homomor-
phism) we consider the structure of the order homomorphisms in H<%. The 
following suggestive notation will now be introduced: Given °U as above 
define 7 7 ^ by: 

max/ T7\ 

That this exists and is well defined follows from Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 
above. In order to simplify the below, °ll a weakly closed j^-submodule of 
&(H) will be fixed and the notation T7max and TJ™11 will be used for 1$* 
and 77™11 respectively. 

LEMMA 1.5. With notation as above 7jmax = Tjmm. Consequently (Theo
rem 1.2)r7max e H^. 

Proof First, suppose that E has an immediate successor £ + , then 

^max / rx • f _max//7\ ,max/77 \ ^min/j-x 

F>E 

Suppose then that E has no immediate successor. It is observed that, for 
0 < E < I 

{ T7min(F) if F ¥= F_ 

\ r1r
n(F)ifF= F_. 

So it follows that T7max ^ r,mm. 

/ if E = I 

(E. -)* if 0 < E < / 

o* if E = 0. 
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Given F > F, by assumption there will exist a G with E < G_ = 
G < F; hence 

i j m a x ( G ) ^ 7 ] m m ( F ) , 

showing 

inf Tjmax(G) ^ Tjmin(F) for every F > E. 
G>E 

Therefore 

T,rx(£) = inf Tjmax(F) ^ inf 7)mm(F) = ^ ( F ) . 
F > £ F > £ 

The only case left to be dealt with is when E = 0 and 0 has no immediate 
successor. In this circumstance it follows that: 

rff^iO) = inf v
max(E) = inf T^ in(£_) = inf rT\E) = rj!?in(0) 

E>0 £ > 0 £ > 0 

which completes the proof. 

2. On the structure of H<%. We begin by determining a Key property of 
§* for (j) e H<%. To state this, it is necessary to introduce the following. An 
order homomorphism <£ in Horn ê is said to be right continuous if, for each 
F ¥* I in ê 

inf 4>(E) = J inf E) [= #F+) ]. 

LEMMA 2.1. If <j> e Horn <̂  //ze« <£* w ng/tf continuous. 

Proof In the case that F has an immediate successor F+ this result holds 
by virtue of <f>* being order preserving. Suppose then that F has no 
immediate successor. Given F > E there will exist a G with F < G < E, 
then <>*(G) = <KF). This shows that 

inf <f>#(G) ^ <f>(£) VF > F. 

Therefore 

inf 4>*(G) ^ inf <>(F) = 4>*(F), 

from which it follows that 

<f>*(E) = inf <f>*(G) 

completing the proof. 

THEOREM 2.2. For a given <j> in Horn ê <f> e i /^ if and only if 

, m i n < i <c ^max 
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Proof. It was shown in Theorem 1.4 that if <J> is in H^ then 
, > min 

Now, for E ¥= /, Tjmax(2:) equals either <f>(E) or §*(E)\ either way 

VTiax(£) ^ # £ ) . 

Suppose then that i]mm ë <f> ë r?max. Then 
min <r , <r max 

An application of Lemma 1.2 shows that <f> G //^. 

Remark. It now follows that, if E has no immediate predecessor, then 
any left continuous homomorphism in H^ is uniquely defined at E. 

Although 7jmin is left continuous it may very well be that 7]max has no 
continuity properties whatsoever. For left continuity consider the case of 
an E in ê with no immediate predecessor. By the left continuity of 7jmin 

and the observation that 

T,max(£_) = !,"""(£) = E* 

it would follow that 

sup i,max(F) = sup 7]min(F) = v
m{n(E). 

F<E F<E 

It is now easy to arrange that 7]mm(E) ¥= E* (for example, let E have an 
immediate successor E+, and have 

i?min(£+) ^ E+> E = J)mm(E)) 

and consequently Tjmax is not left continuous at E. 
For right continuity consider the case of a projection E in S with 

E+ = E * E_. It follows that 

inf V
md\E) = inf V

m\F) = E* 
F>E F>E 

and 

Vnax(£+) = umax(£) = (£-)* = vm"(E). 

Again, it is easy to arrange that £"* and 7]mm(E) be different. (Note: T/min 

is not right continuous.) This shows that, in general r/max is also not 
right continuous. 

LEMMA 2.3. If S is a continuous nest then T/max /s r/g/z/ continuous. 

Proof. Assuming that S is a continuous nest 

7]max(£) = £* = ^ ( E ) for any <J> G //^, for all E ¥= I. 

An application of Lemma 2.1 completes the argument. 
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3. Uniqueness. Let 77 in H<% and y in Horn ê satisfy 77 = y on (0, / ) . 
It will now follow from Lemma 1.1 together with [4] Lemmas 1.2 and 1.6 
that y is also in H<%. This consideration suggests introducing the fol
lowing notation: 

(77) = {y e Horn ê\ y = i\ on (0, / ) }. 

Thus, if (17) = (y) then °U = Ql The question posed by the referee and 
addressed in this section is, under which circumstances does the converse 
hold? That is to say, when does H^ = (17)? A nest ê will be said to be 
r-atomic if every right atom is an atom. That is E ¥= E+ implies E ¥= E_. 
Obvious examples of r-atomic nests are any continuous or discrete nest. 

LEMMA 3.1. There exist two distinct right continuous homomorphisms in 
H^ for some Alg ê-submodule °U if and only if ê is not r-atomic. 

Proof. First suppose that ê is r-atomic and <J>, xp e H<% are right 
continuous. Assume, contrary to above, that <$>(E) ¥= \fr(E) for some E e ê. 
If E * E_ then 

4>*(E_) = <j>(E) * xP(E) = ME-). 

An application of Theorem 1.2 will provide the required contradiction. 
Suppose then that E = E_ by assumption of r-atomicity E = E+ 

giving 

ME) = <$>(E) * ME) = ME)-

Another application of Theorem 1.2 completes the necessity condition. To 
complete the proof let S with E_ = E ¥= E+. Define 

t(E) = <j>(F) = F, F ¥* E and i(E) = E7 <t>(E) = E+. 

It easily follows (Theorem 1.2) that % = ^ = Alg S and that both 1 and <f> 
are right continuous. Indeed, t is continuous. 

The above shows that for non r-atomic nests continuity will not imply 
uniqueness. The remainder of this section will be devoted to showing that, 
for r-atomic nests, continuity will imply uniqueness. 

LEMMA 3.2. If Tjmin is right continuous at E, then Tjmax is also right 
continuous at E. 

Proof. Only two cases need be considered (i) E+ = E = E_ and 
(ii) E+ = E ± E_. 

Case (i). As E = E+ it will follow, as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 
that: 

inî{rim!a(F): F > E} = E* = (£_)* = 7,max(£+). 

(Note that this argument will also deal with E = 0.) 
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Case (ii). As in case (i) 

inf{îjmax(F): F > E} = inf{îjmin(F): F > E) 

= vmin(E+) = î)min(£) 

by right continuity. Also 

r,min(E) = ( £ _ ) , = r,m a x(£+) 

completing the proof. 

For the remainder of this section S will be a fixed r-atomic nest of 
projections. 

COROLLARY 33. If there exists an T] in H^ continuous on (0, / ) then 
H® = <„>. 

Proof. An application of Theorem 1.4 will show that r\ = ?]min on (0, / ) . 
From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 it also holds that 17 = Tjmax on (0, / ) . The 
result will now immediately follow from Theorem 2.2. 

COROLLARY 3.4. If there is a 77 in H<% surjective then H^ = {17}. 

Proof. Considerations of order topology will show that 77 is continuous 
on [0, / ] , TJ(0) = 0, 7](I) = I. Applications of Theorem 1.4 and Lemma 1.1 
complete the proof. 

The next result was first observed by the referee based upon 
Lemma 2.3 

COROLLARY 3.5. If S is a continuous nest then rjmax = r)min ( <T?max> = 
(vmm) ) if and only if H^ has a surjective {continuous) representative. 

The following example will show that the converse of Corollary 3.3 is 
false even when (77) = {77}. Consider the nest {Et]tŒ^0J^ of projections on 
Zr[0, 1] corresponding to the subspaces L2[0, /] and consider the subnest 
{0} U {Et}t^xn. Define^ in Horn g by 0(0) = 0 = <!>(El/2) and 4>(Et) = I 
for t > 1/2. It is easily seen that <f> uniquely determines °ll^. However <j> is 
not right continuous at £"1/2. 
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